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By Kevin Brooks

Penguin Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. An electrifying novel from the Carnegie medal-winning Kevin Brooks. Now a Netflix
movie starring Maisie Williams (Game of Thrones).Before the attack, sixteen-year-old Tom Harvey
was just an ordinary boy.But now fragments of a shattered iPhone are embedded in his brain and it
s having an extraordinary effect.Because now Tom has powers. The ability to know and see more
than he could ever imagine. And with incredible power comes knowledge - and a choice. Seek
revenge on the violent gangs that rule his estate and assaulted his friend Lucy, or keep quiet?Tom
has control when everything else is out of control. But it s a dangerous price to pay. And the
consequences are terrifying. . . A compulsive, atmospheric mystery Sunday Times A masterly writer,
and this book would put many authors of grown up detective fiction to shame Mail on SundayKevin
Brooks is the award-winning author of nine gripping teenage novels, usually with a thrilling
detective twist. His novels, Being, Black Rabbit Summer, Killing God (published as Dawn in the USA)
and Naked are also available from Penguin. Kevin s brand new novel, The Bunker...
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ReviewsReviews

These sorts of publication is the greatest ebook accessible. I could possibly comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Your lifestyle span will
likely be enhance when you total reading this ebook.
-- Tr eva  Rober ts-- Tr eva  Rober ts

The ebook is great and fantastic. It is among the most remarkable ebook we have go through. I am easily can get a pleasure of looking at a published
publication.
-- Clem ent Hessel I--  Clem ent Hessel I
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